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Abstract:  This essay aims to examine the performance, benefits, and drawbacks of every generation of mobile wireless 

technologies that are now in use. The article discusses the creation and growth of several mobile wireless technology 

generations, as well as their relevance and benefits over one another. Mobile wireless networks have seen up to five 

scientific revolutions and progress in the last several decades, from 1G to 4G. The focus of current studies in the field of 

mobile wireless technology is on the advanced deployment of 4G and 5G technologies. The term "5G" has yet to be in 

use on a formal basis. The three main areas of research in 5G are the Worldwide Wireless Internet (WWW), Dynamic Ad-

hoc Wireless Networks (DAWN), and the Real Wireless World.  In this research, we propose a novel network design for 

the next mobile phone network, 5G. The mobile device in the suggested design has the capability of switching the Radio 

Accessing Technology (RAT) following specific user needs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The switch from 1G to 4G was the most recent example of fast expansion in the wireless communication industry in the 

last three decades [1,2]. High bandwidth and low latency needs were the key driving force behind this study. data rates, 

increased quality of service (QoS), minimal latency, extensive coverage, large dependability, and reasonably priced 

services are all The most recent instance of rapid growth in the wireless communication sector during the past three 

decades was the change over from 1G to 4G [1,2]. The crucial motivating element behind this work was the necessity for 

exceptionally low latency and high bandwidth. The benefits of 5G include high data speeds, improved quality of service 

(QoS), low latency, spacious coverage, high reliability, and affordable services. The following three services are offered 

by 5G: The first is extreme broadband for portable devices. This non-standalone design suggests several features, 

including high-speed internet connection, greater bandwidth, minimal latency, UltraHD movie streaming, augmented and 

virtual and virtual reality (AR/VR) media, and many more. (2) The  machines type communication (MTC) is introduced 

in the 3GPP's 13th specification. It provides reasonably priced long distance. For IoT applications, eMTC offers a high 

speed of data service, low power, and wide coverage with less complicated devices through mobile carriers. (3) Unlike 

standard mobile network design, ultra-reliable minimal latency communication (URLLC) delivers low latency, ultra-high 

dependability, and rich quality of service (QoS). Industry 4.0, wise grids, wise transportation systems, surgical procedures 

performed remotely as well as other on-demand real-time interactions are all possible with URLLC.  

EVOLUTION OF MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES 
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Evaluation: 

In the 1980s 1G was born. It has an analogous system and is often mention to as a mobile phone. It presents mobile 

technologies like push-to-speak (PTT), advanced mobile telephone systems (AMTS), and mobile telephone systems 

(MTS).it employs an analogy of radio transmission with a frequency of 150 MHz, and voice calls are modulating using 

the frequency division multi-access (FDMA) practice. It has little capacity, unstable handoff, weak voice connectivity, 

and no safety features at all because voice conversations were replayed in radio towers, leaving them vulnerable to 

uninvited third-party eavesdropping [2]. B. 2G, or second generation:  

In the late 1980s, 2G first appeared. It has a speed of 64 bits per second and transmits voice via digital signalling. It offers 

SMS (Short Message Service) functionality and uses 30 to 200 kbps of bandwidth. 

It makes use of a wide-brand wireless network, which improves clarity. Packet switching technology is used to send the 

data. Circuit Switching is used to understand voice communications. It additionally encompasses information services, 

utilization of television/video, and new services including global roaming in addition to verbal communication. It features 

a 2100MHz frequency range and a 15-20MHz capacity for fast internet access and video conferencing. Wide Band Voice 

Channel, used by 3G, reduces the world to the size of a small hamlet since it allows users to send and receive messages 

from others anywhere in the world [2] 

Third Generation (3G): It makes use of a Wide Brand Wireless Network, which improves clarity. Packet switching 

technology is used to send the data. Circuit Switching is used to understand voice communications. It also includes 

information services, utilization of television/video, and fresh offerings like global roaming in addition to verbal 

communication. It features a 2100MHz frequency range and a 15-20MHz capacity for high-speed internet and video 

conferencing. Wide Band Voice Channel, used by 3G, reduces the world to the size of a small hamlet since it allows users 

to send and receive messages from others anywhere in the world [2]. D. 

4th generation (4G): 4G offers a download speed of 100Mbps.The same functions as 3G are also available in 4G, along 

with additional services like multimedia newspapers, crisper TV viewing, and faster transfer of data than preceding 

generations. [3]. LTE (Long Term Evolution) is the technology referred to as "4G technology". The 4G technology is 

being developed to serve future applications including internet accessibility, multi-media message system (MMS), chat 

via video, mobile device TV, HDTV content, video communication (DVB), minimum support like voice and information, 

as well as other bandwidth-demanding services. [2] 

Fifth Gen (5G):  The term "5G" refers to the fifth version of mobile technology. The utilization of mobile 5G networks 

has changed, especially in places with very high capacity. Such expensive technology had never previously been used by 

the user. Users of portable devices now have a solid grasp of mobile technology. The mobile network technology for 5G 

is the strongest and will be in great demand in the coming years due to the incorporation of all kinds of innovative 

characteristics in technological advances that make up 5G[3].  

 

5G Application: 

In addition to being quicker than 4G, 5G allows for lag-free remote-control operations over a stable network. There has 

a down-link throughput capacity of up to 20 Gbps. Additionally, 5G relies on the IPv6 protocol and provides 4G WWW 

(fourth generational worldwide wireless web) [5]. 5G provides incredibly fast speed, high capacity, low latency, better 

reliability, higher scaling, and more scalability with its unlimited access to the internet at your leisure, at all times, and 

with wireless technology for communication that is sustainable [6]. 

 

The following list includes some potential uses for the 5G mobile network: 

 

1. High-speed mobile network:  

5G delivers download rates that are up to 10 to 20 times faster than any previous mobile network technology. A fibre-

optic internet connection is comparable to how the 5G wireless network operates. In contrast to all current mobile 

transmission technologies, 5G efficiently provides voice communication and high-speed data access. Applications for 

self-driving cars and mission-critical systems both considerably benefit from 5G's ultra-low communication latency of a 

single millisecond. 5G will employ millimetre-wave technology to transfer data, giving it a far wider bandwidth and 

higher data capacity than the more restricted LTE bands[3]. 

 

2.Entertainment and multimedia:  

One survey found that in 2015, more than 50% of internet use on mobile devices involved movie downloads. Prospects 

for the future indicate that this tendency will continue to grow, which will enhance the availability of streaming videos. 

Your mobile device will be able to produce an impressively detailed virtual world and quickly stream 4K movies with 

high-quality audio thanks to 5G. The entertainment sector will gain from 5G's capacity to broadcast video at 120 frames 

per second, greater quality, and wider dynamic range, as well as from HD television channels always being accessible on 

mobile devices. Future implementations of augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) will be quite simple thanks 

to 5G's high-definition, minimal latency connectivity. These days, augmented reality games are popular, and plenty of 
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corporations are spending money on HD versions of these games. A better experience for gaming will be provided by the 

5G network in addition to high-speed internet access [41]. 

 

Internet of Things: 

The 5G mobile network, which is essential to the expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT), has made everything 

interconnected. IoT will connect a wide range of objects to the internet, including devices, sensors, appliances, objects, 

and applications. These applications will collect several data points from various devices and sensors. 5G will provide 

incredibly fast internet connectivity for data gathering, transport, control, and processing. The best technology for IoT is 

5G since it has a flexible network, unused spectrum, and relatively affordable implementation options [42]. The following 

are a few advantages that 5G has for IoT: 

 

Smart homes: 

People demand smart home furnishings and technology these days. Rapid communication and smart equipment 

monitoring are made possible by the 5G network, which advances the idea of smart homes. Since the 5G network provides 

incredibly fast, low-latency connections, smart home technology is easily available and can be set up from a distance.  

Smart cities: The development of apps for smart cities, such as automated traffic management, weather information, 

neighbourhood broadcasting, energy conservation, effective power supply and demand, smart lighting designs, managing 

water resources, management of crowds, emergency control, etc., is also facilitated by the 5G wireless network. 

 

Smart Farming: 

Future sectors will benefit greatly from the characteristics that 5G wireless networks will offer, including logistics, energy 

efficiency, process tracking, smart packing, and shipping. Additionally, 5G advanced sensor technology delivers 

industrial IoT operations that are smarter, safer, more affordable, and more energy-efficient. 

 

Autonomous Driving: 

The very low latency, high-speed connection provided by the 5G wireless network is important for autonomous driving. 

With the advent of 5G wireless networks, autonomous vehicles will soon become a reality. With the aid of 5G, 

autonomous vehicles can effortlessly connect with moving objects, smart traffic signs, and other moving vehicles. Self-

driving becomes more feasible thanks to 5G's low latency characteristic since autonomous vehicles need every 

millisecond and make decisions in microseconds to prevent accidents[5]. 

 

Healthcare and mission-critical applications: 

Modern medicine will be enabled by 5G technology, enabling physicians and other healthcare professionals to execute 

cutting-edge procedures. Attending lectures and seminars would be simpler because of the 5G network's connectivity 

between all classes. Patients can communicate with physicians and heed their advice thanks to 5G technology. People 

who have ongoing medical issues can benefit from the smart medical gadgets that scientists are developing. The Internet 

of health things, intelligent sensors, HD imaging technology, and smart analytics platforms will all help the healthcare 

industry grow thanks to the 5G network. Medical information will be relatively simple to access from anywhere in the 

world because of 5G's ability to access cloud storage. Doctors and other medical professionals can quickly communicate 

and save huge files, such as MRI findings, utilizing the 5G network[5]. 

 

Satellite Internet: 

Because there aren't many ground-based base stations in rural areas, 5G will be essential for bringing connection to those 

places. A constellation of numerous tiny satellites is used by the satellite system that the 5G network will use to deliver 

access to both urban and rural locations throughout the world. 

 

III. 5G NETWORKS 

Fast and dependable, the 5G network. With the introduction of 5G, the idea of handheld devices will be completely altered. 

As with telephony, gaming, and numerous other multimedia activities, all services and applications can now be accessible 

using a single IP address. tens of millions of people worldwide who have used wireless technology and services, therefore 

it is not a new concept in the market. They find it challenging to avoid utilizing the brand-new 5G network technology. 

All that is required for the 5G network to maintain its legitimate position is to make it affordable enough for the average 

person to easily afford the lucrative packs provided by the corporations. To create a trustworthy position in the 

telecommunications industry, it is necessary to gain the trust of the consumer and establish fair, long-term relationships. 

The 5G network must offer something dependable and more innovative than the current wireless technologies on the 

market to compete. New cell phone models now come with all the amenities, including a camera, mp3 player, and 

telephony. All of these mobile phone features are available with 4G. A general notion of what 5G networks can offer can 

be gained by looking at the qualities of 4G. The 5G network will also support multimedia applications like Messenger 
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and photo galleries. The differences between a PC and a cell phone would disappear, and both would function similarly 

[3]. 

 

DESIGN OF 5G MOBILE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE  

Figure 9 depicts the proposed system model for a network design for 5G cell phones, which is an IP-based model for the 

interoperability of wireless and mobile networks. The system comprises many autonomous, independent radio access 

technologies as well as a user terminal, which is essential for the new design. Each terminal views its respective radio 

access technology as the IP connection to the wider Internet. However, each Radio Access Technique (RAT) in the mobile 

device should have a unique radio interface. For instance, in order to access four distinct RATs, the mobile terminal must 

have four different access-specific interfaces that must all be enabled[3]. 

 

 
 

The first both OSI the amount (datalink and physical levels) define radio access methods through which access to the 

Internet is provided with varying degrees of QoS support mechanisms. For example, WLAN lacks explicit QoS support 

while 3G and WiMAX do. Over any OSI-1 and OSI-2 levels is the network layer, which in the modern communication 

environment is IP (Internet Protocol), whether IPv4 and IPv6, which is independent of the radio access method. Sufficient 

control data (in the IP header) is required for efficient route of IP packets associated with sessions among application 

clients and server located elsewhere on the Internet. Packet routing should take place in network[7]. 

 

Characters: 

• 5G technology gives customers access to everyday sharp, impassioned, high-resolution cell phones and well-shaped, 

speedy Internet connections.  

 

Users of mobile phones, data from mobile phones and printing activities, and pricing limits are made possible by the 5G 

technology, which is more successful and attractive than previous generations.  

 

• The Gig 5G networks, which also retain strong connections to almost 65,000, are used to distribute enormous volumes 

of data. • You may reach 5G carriers' distribution gateways with unprecedented levels of stability and speed thanks to the 

technology.  

 

• Data through the 5G data transfer technology is used to arrange results, which are more precise and trustworthy.  

 

• The user may also experience 5G comfort and rest thanks to remote control technology's increased speed and 

dependability. 

 

Applications: 

1) The actual WIFI environment, free of access and zone limitations.  

2) Wearable tech with AI capabilities.  

3) The portable Internet Protocol, or IP, address of a visitor is determined by their location and the network they are 

connected to using the Internet protocol version 6 (IPv6).  

4) A single global standard.  

While employing pervasive networks, which enable ubiquitous computing, the user may easily switch between numerous 

wireless access technologies, such as 2.5G, 3G, 4G, or 5G cellular networks, Wi-Fi, WPAN, or any future access 

technology. The concept may be developed in 5G to offer several concurrent data transmission paths.  

6) Cognitive radio technology, also known as smart radio, allows many radio technologies to successfully share the 

identical spectrum by adaptively identifying vacant radio airwaves. 
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FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Beyond 5g: As artificial intelligence (AI) and nano-core unite, the advancement in nano-core will be tremendous. One 

may use their smartphone to operate an intelligent robot. What your mind thinks can be automatically typed into your 

mobile device. There may be times when we don't need any spectrum to communication. The keyword 6G is now ranked 

as the 17th most popular search term according to Google Hot Trends. The body of the iPod 6G is made of aluminium 

and is available in seven distinct colours, making it durable enough to withstand daily use. It is fastened to the shirt firmly 

and has a clip-on style similar to an iPod shuffle. Although 6G technology hasn't been completely disclosed, queries like 

"what is 6G mobile[6]". 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this research, we reach the conclusion that the 5G network is extremely quick and dependable. The fourth generation 

uses 4G technology. LAS-CDMA (Large Area Synchronized Code-Division Multiple Access), OFDM (Orthogonal 

frequency-division multiplexing), MCCDMA (Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiple Access), UWB (Ultra-wideband), 

Network-LMDS (Local Multipoint Distribution Service), and IPv6 are required for the fifth wireless mobile internet 

networks. With the most recent mobile operating system, the fifth-generation technologies offer incredible data 

capabilities, unlimited call volumes, and boundless data broadcasts. In comparison to 4G, the fifth generation should  
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